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This study will discuss about the role of English club extracurricular conducted at MAN 2 Gresik. This school has good English achievement that the students often win some competitions such as speech and English Olympiad held by some universities in Indonesia. The purpose of this study is to find the good procedure in conducting an English club at school. Qualitative is chosen as the design for this research from the objective of this study as describing the procedure of conducting an English club at school. The data are collected through checklist observation and interview. The result shows that the procedure of conducting an English club is through three steps; (1) Planning which consists of the purpose of the English club, the materials, activities, facilities and sources used. (2) Implementing which consists of the schedule of the English club and the method of implementing the English club. (3) Evaluating which consists of daily evaluation, weekly evaluation and yearly evaluation. From the result, it can be conclude that good procedure management of English club will help students learn English better out of regular class.